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Shuttered 
experiences and 
revolution 
Anna M. Agathangelou  
and Nerzat Soguk (eds) 
Arab Revolutions and World 
Transformations
London: Routledge, 2013. 139 pp.
By Michalis Bartsidis and Fotini 
Tsibiridou
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and 
University of Macedonia
The contributors to this edited volume, a repro-
duction of an issue of the journal Globalizations,1 
come from different disciplines, such as sociol-
ogy and political sciences, international relations 
and Middle East politics, anthropology, develop-
ment and cultural studies, Arabic literature and 
philosophy. According to the editors’ introducto-
ry remarks,2 the contributors were asked to re-
flect particularly on the latest “Arab revolutions”3 
and locate their analysis within the framework of 
postcolonial critique. The latter include, among 
others, the commitment to see the Arab revolu-
tionaries beyond the stereotype of “Arab mass-
es . . . as prisoners of the ‘Oriental soul’” (1), and 
the west as the only “authentic agent of democ-
racy” (2). On the contrary, the Arab revolutionar-
ies are not only put in direct dialogue with oth-
er contemporary global movements subverting 
and resisting authoritarian rule (such as Occupy 
Wall Street), but their struggles are challenged 
with intra-African modalities of nonviolent re-
sistance, and the move from political and reli-
gious into territorial identities4 that are coming 
to contest the legacy of the west.5 
All contributions are particularly interesting 
as regards the understanding of the “revo-
lutionary” character of the specific uprising 
phenomena. More particularly, the studies 
show the possibility that the revolution and 
the right to democracy may well also con-
cern people from the ex-colonised world, 
whereas the way the revolution could be ex-
ecuted, with the weapons and analytical tools 
of western modernity, is openly challenged. 
As mentioned by Nerzat Soguk in his article, 
these revolutions surpass the western mod-
ern imagination regarding cosmopolitanism 
(45), or the western tradition of conceptualis-
ing the public space and the resistance to the 
urban environment,6 thus posing, at first, the 
issue of alternative ethical imperatives of the 
revolutionary modalities.7 This volume con-
tributes to the enrichment of the problematic 
regarding the Arab uprisings, by urging us to 
rethink our analytical tools about the use of 
people’s imagination and feelings (affect) in 
historical and spatial terms,8 as well as from 
the perspective of the encounter between the 
local and the global. In other words, we are 
reminded how important social poetics and 
aesthetics can be when people experience 
the revolutionary process. 
Let us start from the beginning. In their in-
troductory remarks, the editors separate the 
texts into three units that function as “entry 
points analytically and empirically” (4). These 
units are, first, “The Arab spring and emerging 
analytical encounters”; second, “Arab spring 
revolutions, revolutions of the world”; and fi-
nally “Global poetics and aesthetics of revolu-
tions”.
We believe that the three units present a very 
interesting complementarity, which opens up 
in our mind the field of discussion on three ba-
sic issues: first, locating and raising the prob-
lem of “revolution” within the framework of 
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postcolonial critique; second, analysing the 
different encounters between the local and 
the global; and finally critically understanding 
social phenomena through social poetics and 
aesthetics of people as agents, beyond orien-
talised dominant discourses and representa-
tions of otherness.
More analytically, kicking off from the Arab re-
volts, the volume contributes to the discussion 
regarding activist movements and democra-
cy.9 As it sees them at the intersection of the 
past with the present, and the local with the 
global, from our perspective three main an-
alytical topics appear: a first that sees these 
revolts in the frame of postcolonial critique, a 
second that takes into consideration the en-
counters of the local with the global and a third 
that primes the importance of the poetics and 
the aesthetics in order to obtain a critical un-
derstanding. 
In the frame of postcolonial critique
By commenting and elaborating on the issue 
of revolution, the contributors of this collec-
tive volume engage in an open dialogue on 
the political and academic field. Almost all the 
relative analyses locate the issue of “revolu-
tion” beyond the complexities and dissonanc-
es of modernity. They suggest moving beyond 
western priorities for the organising of de-
mocracy, and, by surpassing the modalities of 
resistance, to pay attention to the alternative 
values which locally and historically surpass 
colonial violence or postcolonial fundamental-
ism and terrorism. 
It is a fact that by comprehending revolution as 
a series of multiple ruptures as it is inscribed in 
the western linear representation of time, we 
relate it to civil disobedience or resistance, in 
the modality of the dichotomy between pow-
er and resistance, democracy and revolution. 
However, the emblematic Tahrir Square, as 
well as the developments described above, 
suggest, on a global and local scale, the hy-
pothesis of the “continuing democratic rev-
olution”. In that sense, the dualism between 
democracy and revolution seems to be sur-
passed by suggesting their merging or con-
junction. We will come back to this issue in the 
last part of this review.
Mahmood Mamdani,10 in a most motivating 
contribution, reflects on postcolonial rule and 
standards between two trends: the return to 
cultural rules or moving ahead with modern 
national identities. To this question he answers 
that Tahrir is a democratic reform. By pointing 
to the peaceful character of these revolts, he 
claims that we can better follow the compari-
sons within Africa at the end of the postcoloni-
al condition (see above). Another contribution 
that complements Mamdani’s article from an 
international perspective, following the theses 
of Tariq Ali and Noam Chomsky, character-
ises the revolutions as a demand for democ-
racy against the elites, corruption, etc.11 Ac-
cording to classic Marxist approaches, these 
revolutions did not aim at the democratisa-
tion of the tyrannical regimes, but rather op-
posed Egyptian capitalism and its dynamics. 
These regimes in the region are compared to 
Latin American dictatorships, seeing in these 
identical forms of rule that were convenient for 
US imperialism.12 The prevalent dominant dis-
course of international law includes assump-
tions by the “responsible states of the West” 
which promote the idea of “unity” against the 
“Africanised landscape”, the stereotype of the 
division into segments, existing in the area.13 
However, as suggested by Dallmayr (see note 
19 below), we can appeal to and enrich our 
conceptual cargo with values and social move-
ment practices from older Muslim or other lo-
cal traditions. 
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When the local encounters the global
It would seem that the revolutions are not 
simply a matter of “democratic transition”, as 
claimed by westerners, nor should the political 
sphere be separated from economic activities. 
In this framework we wonder about the ways 
global hegemonies encounter local priorities. 
To these “encounters” we could first of all in-
clude the concept of “the public space” in the 
urban conditions of a megacity, which create 
the prerequisites of empowering the power-
less under the modality of the “Arab streets” 
(see note 5 below). In addition, it seems difficult 
to understand revolution alternatively without 
paying attention to the people’s local aesthet-
ics and poetics. Anna Agathangelou’s analysis 
(31–44) refers to squares, where discussions 
about sex and poetics have returned, as major 
contestation sites between the west and the 
rest. In this way she reminds us of the dignity 
of revolutionary bodies to overthrow govern-
ments and markets on squares and streets, 
while we are also made aware of the fact that 
the revolutionary process has a lot more to 
teach us about our bodies and our sexuality. 
Mainstream discourse has concealed what 
happened previously in Iran,14 during the green 
revolution, while, nowadays, the silencing of 
revolts in the heart of the Gulf monarchies has 
intensified.15 Ironically, this seems to be the 
best tactic, so as not to distort the global ori-
entalistic fantasies of the political scene in the 
postcolonial world, precisely due to these re-
volts (see note 11 below). Similarly, these re-
volts endangered the balances of power and 
hegemony of the west with the fossil-fuel rich 
and authoritarian regimes in the Middle East 
and North Africa (MENA) region and the Gulf 
states.16
Consequently, the famous rhetoric regarding 
“democracy and tyrannical regimes” usually 
expressed by diplomats and the mainstream 
mass media is,17 on the one hand, far removed 
from the reality of the area, while, on the other, 
it deorientates public opinion not only without, 
but also within, the areas in revolt. 
The importance of the revolts for the people 
experiencing them is obviously not only a local 
or national issue, but it has caused a restruc-
turing of the global allocation of power, thus 
openly challenging the hegemony of American 
imperialism in the MENA region in the twen-
tieth century.18 It is particularly interesting to 
read two specific texts in parallel: the first pin-
points the instrumentalisation of Islam in Tur-
key, Iran and Egypt, mostly during the twen-
tieth century, urging us to rethink the legacy 
of the great Muslim philosophers and political 
thinkers of the distant past and to connect it 
with the aspirations of contemporary demo-
cratic thought and practices.19 Similarly, the 
second one seeks the importance of resist-
ance and adaptation to the exhibition of au-
thoritarianism on behalf of the elites.20 That is 
why the discourse analysis of the new political 
imaginary is as interesting as the attempt to 
clarify new forms of politics on a global lev-
el. All that leads to the opening of the linear 
representation of time by western philosophy 
and history. Additionally, it reveals transforma-
tions and legacies useful for the reinvention of 
a new cosmopolitanism, or, perhaps more to 
the point, of cosmopolitics,21 since other phi-
losophies of history are engaged, such as the 
one by Ibn Khaldun (see notes 5 and 19 below). 
Priming social poetics and aesthetics
The texts of the volume that could be clas-
sified under the heading of social poetics 
and aesthetics – this would include most of 
them – are those that make a difference in 
changing the prevalent orientalistic narra-
tive and indicate how the revolts and revo-
lution may be experienced by their protago-
nists, through particular glocal modalities. 
As Agathangelou mentions (see note 7 be-
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low), “sex and poetics are major contestation 
sites of alternative ethical imperatives of be-
ing in time including practical and conceptual 
shifts in world- making projects” (38). Within 
the broader concept of revolutionary chang-
es, new forms of life and action are coming 
up, not necessarily in the shape of previous 
activist movements (32). Communicative 
and embodied performances seem to be the 
ways in which sociability and subjectivities in 
situ are shaped, either within conditions of 
oppression or those of uprising. The impor-
tance of humour as a local trope of the resist-
ance to humiliation and oppression in Egypt 
and Tunisia in order to survive the nightmare 
of authoritarian rule22 may not be accidental. 
In the same vein, we should note the impor-
tance this volume places on how critical pub-
licity is produced. To this aim, the arrival of Al 
Jazeera is considered to be catalytic; as an 
Arab internationalised channel broadcast-
ing the news in Arabic and English, informa-
tion comes to the Arab world directly, without 
the mediation of the dominant western mass 
media. We should note that this condition of 
new media has opened space for the freedom 
and empowerment of the people.23 Of equal 
importance is the critique and reflection of 
the role of new social media, as well as the 
deconstruction of simplistic westernised and 
neorientalistic propaganda that prioritises the 
role of Facebook in these revolutionary proc-
esses. As it is very correctly suggested, social 
media should be subjected to the same kind 
of critical empiricism we apply to other politi-
cal phenomena.24
When anthropology meets 
philosophy
The volume as a whole, as well as the intro-
ductory remarks, show the importance of crit-
ical analysis of both processes and history as 
it goes about rediscovering and reconsidering 
the “values, exchanges, violences and eras-
ures of bodies and voices that characterise the 
passage to the ‘new’” (6). However, the editors 
raise the following interesting questions, with-
out the arrogance of expecting immediate an-
swers, as the phenomenon is still ongoing: “Is 
this crisis ‘political’”? (5) Thus, we could add, if 
it is not political what could it be then? What is 
the role of religious, political and philosophical 
aspirations? And if “this revolution is made by 
women, the youth and labour units?” (3–5), we 
wonder what this intersection means.
In this part of the review essay, we will try to 
expand on the discussion around the previous 
questions. By using the methodological tools 
of political anthropology and philosophy, we 
will try to challenge historical materialism and 
Marxist aspirations.
The two main topics to be discussed here 
are related to the revolutionary processes of 
the revolt phenomena taking place mostly in 
North Africa and the related discussion on the 
rather different aspects of the “political” in a lo-
cal and global perspective. However, if we pay 
attention to the local social problems, such 
as unemployment, authoritarian violence and 
poverty, a meaning and cause for these social 
revolts can be identified. As we read in the in-
troduction, “As a 28-year-old protester said 
when his ribs were broken by the police: ‘But I 
don’t care – just look around you. The energy 
of the Egyptians is amazing. We’re saying no 
to unemployment, no to police brutality, no to 
poverty.’” (2). 
The present volume presents the issue in the 
most interesting direction of critical analysis, 
which is the postcolonial critique. Through the 
contribution of multiple disciplinary method-
ologies, western hegemony regarding both 
the conceptual and social insufficiencies of 
people in the MENA region is deconstructed. 
Those dominant discourses used to see the lo-
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cal people as lacking in possibilities to acquire 
“civilisation” and thus to achieve democracy or 
conduct revolutions, etc., or lacking the abili-
ties to produce all that outside the conceptu-
al world, values and metaphysics of the west. 
By revolution, we mean a great moment or 
event in time, which interrupts time by cutting 
(rupturing) the before and after, meaning noth-
ing can be the same after the rupture. By con-
ceiving “revolution” as multiple ruptures in the 
representation of western linear temporality, 
we can relate it to civil disobedience, resistance 
and democracy. The “continuous revolutions”, 
however, characterise the modernity condition 
in science and art,25 through which the linear 
concept of historical time now opens up into 
various temporalities, coordinated in the mo-
dality of different styles. These two modifica-
tions seem to motivate us to reflect when we 
face the multiple, “from below” everyday prac-
tices adopted by people facing cruel neoliber-
al governmentality and authoritarian rule. This 
bottom–up perspective can be found in an-
thropological approaches that have brought 
meaningful data from the field26 before, during 
and after the Arab uprisings. At the other end, 
we have the neo-orientalistic approaches that 
see the return to Tahrir Square as the result of 
9/11 postconflict policies for implementing de-
mocracy in the Arab world.27 
All these multiple social dynamics of the past 
and present, taking or non-taking place in 
situ,28 lead people to the squares though the 
modality of a potentially continual return. Does 
this return concern the “right to resistance” as 
a continuous expression of civil disobedience? 
According to Gourgouris,29 cited in Agathange-
lou (42), “revolution now means . . . the peo-
ple’s removal of their consent to power”. How-
ever, this return, apart from the removal of 
people’s consent to power, makes clear the af-
fective side of embodied experiences, repulsed 
by the political institution of modernity with the 
aim to reframe democracy. In this way the rev-
olutionary process seems to meet democracy 
by making use of the postcolonial tradition of 
bodily resistances at the “conjunction of exis-
tential conditions and labour relations” (42). 
Locating the ways the Arab revolution moves 
“beyond Western modernity”, as we clearly 
read within this volume, we wonder if these 
uprisings have adopted postcolonial resist-
ance in order to overcome the postcolonial re-
ality, too.30 The modality of affective empow-
erment on the squares against colonial and 
postcolonial violence has become the idiom 
par excellence of these revolutions.31 In addi-
tion, it is a common admission that current his-
torical developments openly raise the issue of 
democracy: a simultaneously radical ideal/im-
perative of freedom for all, politics, practices, 
and theoretical justification of rules. However, 
if the crisis of democracy also means the crisis 
of secularisation,32 we are leading to the as-
sumption that there is no regulatory cosmos, 
spirit or history; thus globalisation evolves 
without universal values. As anthropology had 
already shown, if secularisation is defined in 
the frame of western modernity, knowledge 
and reasonable thinking, religion and cultural 
beliefs are thus automatically categorised as 
an alternative reality of the cosmos. However, 
the new embodied experiences of nonviolence 
and love on the square seem to challenge the 
modern cosmopolitanism in a way that shapes 
and conceptualises new cosmopolitics.33 The 
being (être à) and the dissatisfaction, the re-
sistances, the absolute singularity as our total 
civic virtue converge on a diagonal line of unity 
beyond national homogeneity and internation-
al standards; thus, they coincide in the sense 
of the glocal.34
If every single individual could represent a cos-
mos, a point where facts and histories inter-
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sect, then we are facing what Agathangelou 
and Soguk call “shattering experiences” (3). 
These shattering experiences of different sin-
gularities within the framework of the Arab 
revolution seem to concern three categories of 
people, such as “youth”, “women” and people 
from “labour unions”. This does not mean that 
the other powerless people, as subaltern cat-
egories, are unrepresented. On the contrary; 
through these three categories of precarious 
living par excellence in the era of neoliberal 
governmentality, all the subaltern poor peo-
ple living on the edges (poor neighbourhoods 
in Cairo, desert villages, etc.)35 that could not 
appear in Tahrir could metonymically be con-
sidered to be represented. 
However, the ways this articulation could take 
place and be embodied by different categories 
of people remains open to reflection in social 
theory. We could raise some points in order 
to broaden the discussion on the issues men-
tioned in this volume. 
A new practice of responsibility is emerging: I 
am responsible for my actions, since I am able 
to think and to decide the limits of my pow-
er, the correlation of powers, what it is I de-
sire right now; I am not committed to abso-
lute principles nor to any party or religion; I 
can create the political moment each time by 
participating and not be excluded as an excep-
tion (see youth, women, labour worker).36 Con-
ceptually, this is related to the Greek slogan 
φύγετε (“leave”), which actually was the motto 
both in the Arabic (irhal) as well as in the Span-
ish squares. Responsibility is the knowledge 
that there is no other way to solve the prob-
lem; that there is no one out there to solve this 
problem for us, unless we make a new, free 
start through people’s assemblies. Empower-
ment occurs as affective recovery through the 
Spinozian concept of passion management, 
as if they act under the guidance of reason. 
The affective recovery leads to the demand for 
the redefinition of civic virtues, beyond west-
ern secularist prerequisites of rationality, con-
science and emancipation.
At this point, we can clearly assume that the 
appropriate concept giving joint meaning to 
western priorities and local needs is that of 
“dignity”, or al karamah in Arabic. The latter 
seems to be locally defined, thus adding new 
meanings to late modern western priorities.
The role of dignity is characterised by the el-
ement of the lived experience that it offers. 
And that is because personal identity and 
universality are articulated within this exact 
value/notion. By adopting the new transin-
dividual perspective,37 beyond individualism 
and statism or tribalism, the steps of a proc-
ess that we observed in the historical exam-
ples discussed above, combine dignity with 
democracy, binding them together, and re-
newing the latter. Dignity, in return, one of 
the main popular demands in Tahrir square 
(“freedom, justice, dignity”) becomes the no-
tion by which we can articulate revolution 
and democracy. Comparing it to the modern 
French revolutionary slogan of “Liberté, égal-
ité, fraternité”, the “political” seems to have 
acquired nowadays the ethical–emotional, 
the missing side of modern western reason-
ing and conscience.38
This realisation brings us face to face with the 
meaning of ethics in the public space, as it is 
shaped in the postcolonial framework: with the 
long-term orienalist assumptions about Mus-
lim and Arab culture, as well as the spread 
from outside of human rights activism, in 
the last decade.39 As the latter promotes the 
concept of “dignity”,40 we realise that people’s 
practices seek to redefine it through local val-
ues. They endorse dominant moral assump-
tions appointed to them and act through cul-
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tural and religious terms. Because “dignity” 
can signify equally the right to work, as we 
have seen in popular discourse during the up-
risings (see above), we have to reconsider the 
understanding of cultural ethics and religious 
traditions in the MENA region after the imposi-
tion of the Protestant modality of religion and 
secularism. Beyond any ideological represen-
tation of religion and culture, we have to focus 
on the issue of religiosity in everyday life and 
the ways this is in conversation with social in-
teractions and technologies of the self.41 
In other words, how can we critically under-
stand the local and the global aspirations 
without taking into consideration two comple-
mentary processes: the detailed ways religion 
matters as a discursive tradition and embod-
ied experience for people themselves, on the 
one hand, and religion as a social and political 
issue in the historical process, on the other? 
Both have worked at the intersection of the lo-
cal and the global, before, during but particu-
larly since the colonial encounter. Islamic me-
dieval aspirations give us ideas as to where 
else to search, but they do not epitomise the 
ways religious feelings may work in everyday 
people’s choices now. We need to follow both 
this selective process in which Islamic tradi-
tions were adjusted to the grammar of west-
ern modernity during colonial and postcolonial 
times, as well as the present local needs de-
fined within the frame of the globalised mar-
ket economy and neoliberal governmentality.42
Another point to be raised equally within the 
glocal framework relates to “class structure”. 
Does the class structure analysis correspond 
to the needs of a glocal perspective, or do we 
need to take into consideration the multiple 
ways people in situ, from below and under 
particular socioeconomic and political condi-
tions, poetics and aesthetics, are locally and 
globally experiencing life, producing and re-
producing themselves and their collectivities? 
We need to move beyond material production 
to the total reproduction in the holistic anthro-
pological sense of the “fait social total” and the 
“technologies of the body” – just to mention 
the inspiring ideas and concepts in the clas-
sical works of anthropologist Marcel Mauss.43 
To pose the same issues somehow differ-
ently, this seems to be a matter of an artic-
ulation between relations of production and 
the reproduction of personhood; a negotiation 
among the embodied self and its multiple sub-
ject-positions, since the final historical result 
comprises an articulation not only of the struc-
tural determinations of the modes of produc-
tion, but also the history of modes of submis-
sion, the ways subjectivities were constructed, 
through power and people’s agency using se-
lectively the legacy of the past in their present 
agency. Of course, this articulation gives an el-
ement of complexity to the process that can-
not be easily reduced to a simple and unique 
cause-and-effect determination of the class-
structure analysis. Anthropological and histor-
ical studies and other fieldwork reports alert 
us to the significance of resilience of/to local 
autocracy and the multiple mobilisations from 
below, as tropes of “resistance”, “subversion”, 
“submission” and social activism taking place 
in a longue durée process, engaged in religious 
feelings and politics.44 
These approaches could challenge those 
methods that seem to have an obsession with 
the grand theories of “dependence”, promot-
ing the dichotomy of interior and exterior as 
a problem of successive imperialisms (that is, 
the latest American one).45 These approach-
es seem to underestimate the immanent di-
mension of the analysis, following people as 
agents with particular practices, motivations 
and modalities of participation in political en-
gagement in a glocal context.46 Geertzian “thick 
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description” can no longer concern only peo-
ple’s cultural interpretations47 but also must 
take into consideration their involvement in 
different hegemonic interventions, from in-
side and outside equally, as well as the multi-
ple combinations of these spatial categories.48 
One such example of a critique of the present 
contribution could concern the transcend-
ence of the dualities of individual/community 
or interior/exterior to a single, simultaneous 
and even interactive process. This hypothesis 
corresponds both to the philosophical ques-
tions and the anthropological analysis based 
on fieldwork observations regarding the tech-
nologies of the self, religiosity, social mobili-
ty, market economy, social activism, etc. Both 
the “international” and the “transnational” rep-
resentation of world unity consists of a sim-
ple relationship that cannot discern any resi-
due or uncontrolled interaction between their 
members (states, regions, groups, individu-
als, generations, gender); on the contrary, the 
comparatively more complex and more inten-
sive type of the compound “glocal” offers the 
required diagonal perspective. The latter con-
nects the residue identified among the peo-
ple and individuals and the supernatant in-
stitutions or symbolic references constituting 
the characteristic image – a metaphor for the 
cross-sectional relationship. In addition, this 
could concern a mixing of emotional and ra-
tional communication, connected through glo-
bal aspirations and performances of local em-
bodied experiences. 
Following this bottom–up line, we could safe-
ly proceed to a more detailed analysis beyond 
essentialisms from above regarding the right 
of the Arab people (or others) to revolt in their 
own ways, selectively following traditions, in 
order to install the modalities of democratic 
regimes with religious or other ethical past 
and present, modern or postmodern aspira-
tions. In this way, we could not only reframe 
our perspective of seeing and categorising the 
orientalised Other, but also reconsider democ-
racy, resistance and, through them, the self at 
home. For this reason, we propose to put the 
anthropological glocal study of power, hegem-
ony and technologies of the self in dialogue 
with transindividual embodied Spinozian mo-
dalities of empowerment through the man-
agement of passions. Actually, these perspec-
tives “from inside” could contest the previous 
grand narratives “from outside” that offered 
a regulatory shaping of imposed democracy 
and/or revolution. The squares have shown 
a new model of political ontology: the activity 
of the gendered, youth and other working or 
unemployed people living in permanent pre-
carity to become a multitude49 with a will for 
a popular hegemony.50 Similarly we can claim 
that the squares showed a model of democ-
racy as a metastable balance of high-energy 
levels between conceptualisation and praxis of 
the political in the public space. Could the pas-
sion of the multitude coexist with the practical 
reasoning, understood as a balancing of two 
modes of communication, defining thus both 
the conception of new forms of self-knowl-
edge and of politics?51 A balance of this kind 
as a concept of public space reminds us of the 
Spinozian lesson52 of political moderation, as 
opposed to the moderation of the purist ration-
alists, and the inconsistency between words 
and actions of antistate activists. 
Could we take this lesson of democracy as a 
metastable balance of high-energy levels? If 
so, what could the implication of three less-
privileged categories of people, such as “wom-
en, youths and labour units” signify for the re-
claiming of social justice and equality, freedom 
and dignity? Everyday needs of existence un-
der neoliberal governmentality are accelerat-
ing solidarity at work, the will for education, 
love with each other and harmony with the 
environment. This is not on the agenda of ne-
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oliberal elites, but creates among people the 
wish to reframe the political in more glocal, to-
tal and ethical terms: in a way, to be inclusive 
with minorities, gender and other pariahs, in 
addition to the working class. 
When the practices of the masses and indi-
viduals in the Arab revolutions provide new 
ethical imperatives from below with a poten-
tial to produce new universal ideals useful to 
the whole world, then can’t we feel we are fac-
ing one of the best examples of cosmopoli-
tics since the end of the postcolonial condition, 
as well as the birth of a new era of freedom, 
equality and dignity at work and the civic pub-
lic space?
At this point, it would be appropriate to highlight 
the value of understanding, always in relation to 
historical developments, how the ethical dimen-
sion can actually provide the main answer to the 
universally posed questions of democracy, rev-
olution, citizenship and civic virtue; we need to 
pay due attention to the delicate and complex 
interweaving of the ethical with the political in 
the public sphere in order to reframe democ-
racy through revolutionary processes. 
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